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THE BIG BULL
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Interested in the Stock Market? Unwind your inner 
trader with a bash, prizes are no kind only cash


  

 Demat account is compulsor
 Event will be conducted on FlipITMoney, where they will create a special league
 Minimum 500 participants are required in the league to keep league valid and win 1 

Lakh rupees
 Non NMIMS Students are allowed
 First trade through FlipITMoney application will gain you reward of Rs. 300
 To authenticate you into the league mention in typeform your demat account email 

id and also flipit money app id if different
 League leaders will be displayed based on the trades made on 10th,11th,14th (as 

12th,13th is stock market holiday)
 1 student can trade through different FlipIt money ids and different demat accounts, 

all of that will be counted as different participation
 All investments are subject to market risk, please analyse the market on your 

understanding, this event is to spread financial skills and literacy.

10th, 11th, 14th March

Online Event

3 Months TickerTape Pro Free to TOP 100 Participants

Prize of ₹1,00,000 Cash

For Queries:- Mann 9323464022

Register now on 

www.nm-ignite.tech

Follow us  on @nmignite

THE BIG BULL

GUIDELINES

(Not Kind)

PRESENTS

http://www.nm-ignite.tech
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AMONG US
We all have that one friend who pretends to know 

everything. Let’s build unity to spot that friend and 
kick one out of the group.

This game is all about identifying one that pretends to know everything about the 
topic by communicating with each other. A group of 8 people will play this game from 
which 7 will be cremates and 1 will be imposter. 

Communication round: Time of 1 minute will be given in order to communicate with 
each other. Participants will be allowed to communicate with each other in that minute 
for the purpose of finding out who the imposter is.



Voting/Elimination round: Players are allowed to vote out someone anonymously by 
writing the name in a piece of paper. 



Communication and voting rounds will go on until 2 people(these can be either 
imposter or crewmate, doesn’t matter) are left in the end. The name of the imposter 
will be revealed at the end of the game. 

The final round will consist of winners from each group, but this time all the players 
have the choice to end the game after each meeting. If the players end the game at 
any time then the prize money will be distributed among the winners equally.


1 ₹4,000 +
Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000 2 ₹2,000 +

Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000 3 Ignite Gift Hamper 

Worth ₹5,000

10th March

11.30am - 4pm Initial Rounds


5pm Final Round

For Queries:- Bindi 6354064757

Register now on 

www.nm-ignite.tech

Follow us  on @nmignite

http://www.nm-ignite.tech
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Enter the battleground, defeat your rivals and win 
the hearts of your peers. Your only weapon? A rofl 

sense of humor! 

MEMEWAR

It’ll be a 2 day event with 2 rounds in total that will be conducted online. 

 On day 1 a template will be shared with the participants and they’ll have 75 minutes to 
come up with a meme and submit it . The top 5 teams with the most unique and 
humorous meme will be qualified for the next round. 



For round 2 (which will be held on day 2) qualifiers will be asked to make a meme out 
of an event held on day 1, for which they’ll be informed in advance. Qualifiers will be 
given 45 mins for this round to make the meme and submit it. winners will be decided 
by a poll on instagram and the top 3 teams with the best memes and highest poll will 
win the event. 


COMIC STRIP

It is a two day event which will be conducted online. Topic for the comic strip will be 
announced on the Instagram page for the participants and then they’ll be given a day’s 
time to make the comic strip and record their video and send it to us with their comic 
strip pictures. Then the best 3 comic strips will be the winners of the event.


10th - 11th March

It will be conducted online

For Queries:- Meghna 9892520361

Register now on 

www.nm-ignite.tech

Follow us  on @nmignite

CREATIVES

Memewar Comic Strip

http://www.nm-ignite.tech
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Gather your 2v2 teams, put on your gear, and smash 
those controllers to score the highest goals in the 

tournament!

The ultimate football gaming festival

Tired of winning against the same friends again and again? Well what are you waiting 
for?!

It’s time to step out from your neighborhood playground and come see where you 
stand in the battle amongst the best of the best in the virtual world. 



Place your bets, shoot your shots

Bring your A-game, show off your precise and bone chilling skills, prove your 
supremacy, and get the ultimate bragging rights of becoming the FIFA king at IGNITE 
4.0! 

Winners get to take home huge prizes and exciting goodies!


10th - 11th March

11am - 6pm 10 March


10am-11am Finals on 11th March

For Queries:- Siva 84518 99504

Register now on 

www.nm-ignite.tech

Follow us  on @nmignite

FIFA

2 ₹2,000 +
Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000

1 ₹4,000 +
Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000

http://www.nm-ignite.tech
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Glow your way in the dark field

Everyone has played cricket in light, but has anyone thought about how it will be in the 
dark with only you, the stumps, the bat, and ball visible rest all in dark. On that same 
track, we have made this event on IGNITE 4.0. The game will be played on 2 days, so 
all students of NMIMS, Navi Mumbai can participate. A match will have 2 overs per 
team with 6 people per team. 


10th - 11th March

11am - 6pm 10 March


9am-10am Finals on 11th March

For Queries:- Varun 99307 27285

Register now on 

www.nm-ignite.tech

Follow us  on @nmignite

2 ₹3,000 +
Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000

1 ₹5,000 +
Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000

GLOW

CRICKET

http://www.nm-ignite.tech
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“A hackathon is an event that brings together 
experts and creates a collaborative environment for 

solving a certain problem.”

A staple of every tech-fest in every college, not just in India, but also all over the 
world, the

Hackathon promises to be a wonderful opportunity for you to put on your developer/
designer

hats and provide innovative solutions to the problem statements provided. Are you 
interested in coding and building software ? Or is designing your forte? 



Fear not, for this event has something for everyone! 

For this edition of the hackathon, you can choose from one of two main tracks

 Product Desig
 Product Development



Collaborate with your teammates todevelop out-of-the-box solutions during the 
duration of the event. You will then have an opportunity to

present your prototypes and designs to a panel of judges who will grade your 
submissions on the basis of pre-defined judging criteria.

10th - 11th March

Submission before 6 pm on 11th March


Event will be online 

For Queries:- Akshay 8291302008

Register now on 

www.nm-ignite.tech

Follow us  on @nmignite

HACKATHON

Product Development Product Design

http://www.nm-ignite.tech
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Ever wished to be part of an IPL Team? or Ever 
planned a dream team to buy at the auction? We are 

making our wishes true! Join us and make your 
team.

Are you a cricket fan who want to participate in a super fun bidding game? Don’t 
worry, you are definitely at a right place wherein you can bet on YOUR favourite 
cricketer, test YOUR luck and win amazing prizes. Sounds thrilling, right? Bet on your 
luck or let the luck bet on you!




The event will be an enactment of the IPL Auction that is conducted every year before 
the IPL. The Participants have to come in groups of a maximum of 3 people. The 
participants will be provided with a budget and with that budget they are to bid on 
cricketers to form an IPL team of 5 players such that it consists of 2 foreign players. 
The IPL team formed will have a certain number of points at the end of the auction. 
The team with the maximum points will be considered as the winner. There will be a 
winner team for each game played. 


10th - 11th March

1.30 hours rounds


Final Round on 11th March 2pm-3.30pm 

For Queries:- Kesha 7016410792

Register now on 

www.nm-ignite.tech

Follow us  on @nmignite

IPL 

AUCTION

1 ₹5,000 +
Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000 2 ₹3,000 +

Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000 3 Ignite Gift Hamper 

Worth ₹5,000

http://www.nm-ignite.tech
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“Good marketing is no accident, but a result of 
careful planning and execution.” 

The event will consist of two phases:



Phase 1



10 days prior to the event all the students will be asked to share their startup ideas in 
the form of a video recorded presentation of maximum 10 mins. They have to explain 
what their startup is all about and what is the product/service they are selling. 

Out of these ideas top 3 will be selected for the pitch it event and will be required to 
present their idea on the final day. 



Phase 2 



This will be on the day of the event where the three selected startups will be revealed 
to the participants and they have to develop the best marketing strategy for that 
company. Winners will be selected by the judges and the student who suggested the 
startup idea.


Phase 1 - Started!

Phase 2 - 10th March


3pm - 6pm 

Event will be offline

For Queries:- Srushti 95384 49997

Register now on 

www.nm-ignite.tech

Follow us  on @nmignite

1 ₹5,000 +
Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000 2 ₹3,000 +

Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000

₹2,000 +
Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,0003

PITCH IT

http://www.nm-ignite.tech
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Get to relive your childhood games with a pinch of 
twist and a truckload of fun, excitement and

mystery.

The event is divided into two trails:



1. The technical trail

2. The non technical trail



As the name suggests, the technical trail entertains players from the technical 
background who are hooked to visual studio codes.



The non-technical trail is for anyone who is ready for spontaneous tasks.

The event spans 2 days. The elimination rounds will take place on 10th March, 2022. 
The finale

for both the trails will be held on 11th March, 2022.

This applies for both, technical as well as non-technical track.

10th March

11am - 3pm  Technical Track


12pm - 6pm Non Technical Track

Event will be offline

For Queries:- Kevin 9869209978

Register now on 

www.nm-ignite.tech

Follow us  on @nmignite

TECHNICAL 
SQUID GAMES

Technical Track Non Technical Track

http://www.nm-ignite.tech
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“Witness GEEKS Ignite their Passion!”

We all have made projects or experimented with ideas in one way or so. But did you 
think of showing it to people but didn’t get a platform to do so? Don’t worry, we got it 
covered! Showcase your projects and pitch the idea to the audience and the team of 
judges. The project matching the criteria of being very creative and unique from others  
will be awarded a huge cash prize and certificates. 

10th March

Display Round: 11 am - 3pm

Pitch Round: 3 pm - 6 pm


Event will be offline

For Queries:- Sonali 96198 36367

Register now on 

www.nm-ignite.tech

Follow us  on @nmignite

TECH EXPO

http://www.nm-ignite.tech
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Are you someone whose eyes l ight up when people 
start talking about technology? Or are you someone 

who answers the question while watching KBC? 
We’ve got you covered.

Tech trivia is all about getting that adrenaline pumping and having a blast of a time. 
You get to win exciting prizes by answering questions on topics that you love and are 
hooked to.



There will be various rounds based on speed, IQ and humour. Reclaim your curiosity, 
your sense of adventure, and have some fun with your teammates. Avoid getting 
eliminated and survive against other teams in an exhilarating battle. The last round will 
be between the top two teams. The one that beats the clock wins.



Wondering what would be your role as an audience? Grab a seat with your friends and 
answer the audience's inclusive questions. Score the points and get a chance to win a 
gift hamper.


11th March

2pm to 6pm


Event will be offline

For Queries:- Sujeet 88497 22041

Register now on 

www.nm-ignite.tech

Follow us  on @nmignite

TECH TRIVIA

1 ₹5,000 +
Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000 2 ₹3,000 +

Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000 3 Ignite Gift Hamper 

Worth ₹5,000

http://www.nm-ignite.tech
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Think quick, test your typing skil ls and luck 

Round 1 + 2



Tech Quiz: Participants will have to answer a few technical questions. Testing 
knowledge about technology trends and general knowledge.



Typing competition: Team members will play a speed-typing based game. The teams 
surviving more in-game time will receive higher scores. The final score will be based 
on the total points of each of the team members.



Top ‘few’ teams will advance to the next round.



Round 3

Code by Luck: Teams will be given a simple problem statement. The team decides a 
leader. All team leaders are together and have to roll a die , turn by turn If the dice 
rolls a 6, the other members of the group are allowed to type the solution of their code 
on their assigned computer, until another team leader rolls a 6.

If another unlucky number is rolled on the die , penalties (fun punishments) may be 
applied to the team leaders.

The first team to complete the given problem wins the event.


10th and 11th March

11am to 2pm on 10th


12pm to 2pm on 11th (Final Round)

Event will be offline

For Queries:- Likhit 81694 78221

Register now on 

www.nm-ignite.tech

Follow us  on @nmignite

1 ₹5,000 +
Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000 2 ₹3,000 +

Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000 3 Ignite Gift Hamper 

Worth ₹5,000

THINK, TYPE

AND TOSS

http://www.nm-ignite.tech
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Choose your agent, put on your battle paint, and 
unleash your power-ups in this electrifying Valorant 

tournament

DEFY THE LIMITS

Blend your style and experience on a competitive stage. You have 13 rounds to attack 
and defend your side using sharp gunplay and tactical abilities. And, with one life per-
round, you'll need to think faster than your opponent if you want to survive.



CREATIVITY IS YOUR GREATEST WEAPON

More than guns and bullets, you’ll choose an AGENT armed with adaptive, swift, and 
lethal abilities that create opportunities to let your gunplay shine. No two Agents play 
alike, just as no two highlight reels will look the same.

10th and 11th March

11am to 2pm on 10th


12pm to 2pm on 11th (Final Round)

Event will be offline

For Queries:- Siva 84518 99504

Register now on 

www.nm-ignite.tech

Follow us  on @nmignite

1 ₹5,000 +
Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000 2 ₹3,000 +

Ignite Gift Hamper Worth ₹5,000 3 Ignite Gift Hamper 

Worth ₹5,000

VALORANT

http://www.nm-ignite.tech

